


SUNROOMS

Beautiful. Functional. Enjoyable

Myriad  Sunrooms ® 
Myriad Sunrooms® are designed including 

a fully integrated high performance window 

system to ensure your new sunroom has 

superior efficiency over typical sunrooms. 

Uses of Sunrooms:
• Game Room
• Spa Enclosure
• Home Office
• Room for Pets

• Exercise Room
• Play Room
• Entertainment Room
• Library
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Myriad Sunrooms

many cases, Myriad Sunrooms can be installed in less 

time, with less cost and disruption than traditional 

‘stick built’ additions and you will quickly realize all of 

Select your Myriad Sunroom Style

Choose Your Window Type(s)

Choose Your Window Features

1.

2.

3.

Your New Sunroom is Easy as 1, 2, 3.

Sunroom Color Options

Crème White Almond Sandstone
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Room Styles

Cathedral

Studio

Wall-Only



Beautiful. Functional. Enjoyable

SUNROOMS

Quality is in the Details 
The roofing and wall system of any 

Sunroom is indicative of the expected 

life of the product. We take that concept 

one step further believing that it is also 

indicative of how satisfied a customer will 

be over the life of the Sunroom.
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High Performance 
Roof System

With our RadianceIQ™ system you 

get all the added benefits of a fully 

integrated system that forms the foundation for a high 

quality Sunroom experience - year over year. From skin to 

foam to lamination, the RadianceIQ™ system covers every 

aspect necessary for a high quality Sunroom constructed 

to withstand the test of time. 

Integrated Electrical 
System

Each Myriad Sunroom offers 

homeowners a complete solution for 

their new living space. With our fully integrated electrical 

system, lighting and other electrical needs are met in a 

safe and effective way. Designed for a streamlined 

appearance, this system offers you the options you need 

without sacrificing style.

Exceptional Roof 
& Wall Panels

By design, the Myriad Enclosure 

roofing system is built to perform for 

the life of your home - exceeding the performance of 

other systems on the market. While the typical enclosure 

uses a .024 thick skin, Myriad uses a stronger more 

durable .028 inch thick system. That’s 17% more than the 

industry standard. 

Stronger than
the industry standard

Enhanced strength
over the competition



Beautiful. Functional. Enjoyable

High Performance Vinyl Replacement Window Yes
High Performance Aluminum Window Available
Double Strength Glass Yes
Dual Glaze (7/8” OA) Yes
Triple Glaze (7/8” OA) Available
Cardinal 366 Low E/SuperSpacer Yes

  
Custom Sizes Yes
Maximum Window Width 60”
Maximum Window Height 84”
Glass Breakage Warranty Available

WINDOW FEATURES SUNROOM

SUNROOMS
Window Systems 
Our windows are custom made to fit your 

new sunroom to the exact specifications in 

order to deliver the look you want. 
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Triple Pane, Double Cardinal 366
with Argon and Foam Filled*

0.09           0.03              0.11         <0.01         0.01

0.19           0.19              0.19           0.20         0.16
0.25           0.22              0.23            0.21         0.18

Self-

Residence in Michigan, USA 

Finally Glass that Works for You. 
Suntuitive Self-Tinting Glass.
With our optional Suntuitive self-tinting glass, you can 

manage your home’s changing needs for passive solar heat 

gain, solar control and natural 

daylight transmittance. Enjoy 

more consistent, comfortable 

temperatures, reduced interior 

glare, more natural lighting and 

clear views of the outdoors every 

day of the year.

A Warmer Edge is Standard. 
Super Spacer® Really Delivers. 
Since the majority of a window is glass, it is extremely 

important to select windows that have glass systems 

sophisticated in design, yet perform effortlessly 

when installed in the home. All of our windows come 

standard with Super Spacer® giving you a warmer 

temperature at the edge of the glass which reduces 

condensation.

Our spacer design offsets the effects of:

• Temperature Changes
• Barometric Pressure Changes

• Heavy Winds
• Glass Stress
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Beautiful. Functional. Enjoyable

SUNROOMS

Entry  Door  Options
Every space in your home is cherished. 

Each and every room, nook and cranny 

speaks of who you are and where you have 

been. Every room is a backdrop for fond 

memories, so it’s important that every 

room be well designed and expertly built. 
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Sliding Door Features
• Strong and durable Reinforced vertical stiles

• Double point locking system with keylock for 

   added security

• Aluminum sill cover for extra durability and 

   threshold protection

• Perfectly sloped sill drainage system

• Aluminum screen rail

• Tempered glass

Doggy Door
Your furry friends can 

move about freely if 

you have a doggy door 

in your new Myriad 

Sunroom.

Mortise handle available in three
finishes that can match your decor.

Rustic Umber

Satin Nickel

Classic Brass

Garden Door Features
• High performance Q-Lon weatherstripping

• Aluminum sill cover

• Thermally broken main frame with PVC panel 

   system for optimal performance and strength

• Optional internal blinds available

• High performance warm edge glass system

• Rust proof, full length aluminum geared hinges
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Beautiful. Functional. Enjoyable

SCREEN ROOMS

Screen Room Features 
Our super durable powder coatings 

stand up to rigorous use over the life 

of the enclosure. Our coatings are 

environmentally friendly, low VOC and 

offer superior resistance to scratches and 

abrasions. 

Uses of Screen Rooms:
• Entertaining
• Relaxing
• Enjoying Nature
• Family Gatherings
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Myriad Screen Room 
Features:
• 2 5/8” thick Wall System

• Beautifully finished color matched Legacy 

   Storm Door

• Powder coated finish colors: Crème White, 

   Almond, Bronze

• 3” or 1 3/4” RadianceIQ Roof System

• Optional integrated electrical channels in the roof   

   make it easy to place the lighting or fan of your 

   choice

    niar roirepus rof metsyS rettuG dedurtxE ”5 lanoitpO •

   runoff

1.

2.

Choose Your Configuration3.

Room Styles

Cathedral

Studio

Wall-Only

Screen Room Color Options

Bronze

Your New Screen Room is Easy.

Choose Your Color

Choose Your Style
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Beautiful. Functional. Enjoyable

SCREEN ROOMS

Screen Room Features
The roofing & wall system of any Enclosure 

is indicative of the expected life of the 

product. We take that concept one step 

further believing that it is also indicative of 

how satisfied a customer will be over the 

life of the Enclosure.
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High Performance 
Roof System

From skin to foam to lamination, 

the RadianceIQ™ system covers every 

aspect necessary for a high quality Enclosure constructed 

to withstand the test of time.

Integrated Electrical 
Roof System

With our fully integrated electrical 

system, lighting and other electrical needs 

are met in a safe and effective way. Designed for a 

streamlined appearance, this system offers you the 

options you need without sacrificing style.

Exceptional Roof 
& Wall Panels

While the typical enclosure uses 

a .024 thick skin, Myriad systems use a 

stronger more durable .028 inch thick system. That’s 17% 

more than the industry standard.

Enhanced strength
over the competition

Stronger than
the industry standard
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See More. Get More.
While NatureVue is engineered to be undetectable 

from the center of a living room, it can be seen from 

a few feet away. This feature eliminates the risk of 

accidentally walking into the screen and makes 

NatureVue a perfect choice for your screen enclosure. 

The NatureVue benefits don’t stop there. Not only 

is the NatureVue screen system flame retardant, 

but it allows for more airflow and protects against 

pests more than traditional fiberglass screens. When 

selecting NatureVue for your new enclosure, you’ll 

enjoy all these benefits from the comfort of your new 

space. 

NatureVue™ Benefits
• Excellent visibility from inside improves your 

   view

• Improved light transmittance

• Better curb appeal when viewing the enclosure 

   from the street

• Excellent insect protection due to 30% smaller 

   openings than standard screens

• Improved airflow as a result of increased 

   openness

StandardFiberglass
Screen

NatureVue™

Screen

vs.

NatureVue™ Screens 
NatureVue screens are made from permanent 

glass yarn which has been proven to withstand the 

elements and maintain its overall durability, color and 

beauty. 
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Legacy Door Features:
• Heavy 3 1/4” X 1 3/8” extruded aluminum main frame

• Powder coated finish for a beautiful, long 

   lasting finish

• Five heavy duty hinges on standard sizes

• Fully weatherstripped for draft protection

• Tempered safety glass for added protection

HANDLE SELECTION

Brass Satin Nickel Black

SCREEN DOOR CONFIGURATIONS

Full 50 / 50 Split 50 / 50 Split
w/ Kick Panel
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